This study examines attention-driven investment decisions using a sample of firms essentially unknown to investors prior to becoming the target of a stock spam campaign. We show that the market reaction to spam varies predictably with the content of the spam message. Spam date returns and volume are significantly higher for stocks targeted by spam emails containing optimistic target price projections bundled with ostensibly credible information quoted from a previously issued company press release. There is also some evidence that disclaimers in spam messages reduce, but do not eliminate, the market response. Attention effects also contribute to spammers' selection of stocks to target and to spam-related enforcement actions by the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Introduction
Research suggests that investors have limited attention. They consider purchasing only those stocks that have first caught their attention (Barber and Odean 2008) , and even then may not adequately process information about this set, such as strategic incentives to manipulate investor perceptions (Hirshleifer and Teoh 2003) . This study examines the effects of limits to investor attention and processing using a sample of firms that exist in relative anonymity until becoming the target of a mass email stock spam campaign touting the stock's investment potential.
In several respects, stock spam provides a natural quasi-experimental setting to examine investor attention. First, the microcap stocks targeted by stock spam are unlikely to garner attention under ordinary circumstances. Prior studies focus on larger firms that already attract a fair amount of attention, making it difficult to isolate the incremental attention given to new events or information (e.g., Grullon et al. 2004; Hirshleifer et al. 2004; Barber and Odean 2008; Engelberg et al. 2010) . Second, stock spam is aimed at individual investors who exhibit limited attention to a greater extent than institutional or professional investors (e.g., Frederickson and Miller 2004; Grullon et al. 2004; Elliott 2006; Barber and Odean 2008) . Smith (2009) finds that naïve investors are likely to trade more aggressively when presented with additional firm-related disclosure, and suggests that investors who lack knowledge of information quality make poor investment choices. Finally, the content of spam messages varies considerably, providing an opportunity to assess how specific information attributes, including optimism and credibility, affect investor attention. In contrast, prior studies rely on relatively coarse proxies of attention, such as trading volume, extreme returns, or the existence of a news story.
The goal of a stock spam scheme is to increase demand for the targeted company's stock by widely disseminating emails suggesting a huge increase in share price is imminent. Once the spammer liquidates his/her position at an inflated price and stops hyping the stock, the price typically falls and investors lose their money. On average, spam temporarily increases share prices and trading volume of targeted stocks (Böhme and Holz 2006; Frieder and Zittrain 2007; Hanke and Hauser 2008) . 1 Our objective in this paper is to leverage the stock spam setting to further our knowledge of how individual investors with limited attention and processing power respond to information. Drawing from research on anchoring behavior (e.g., Tversky and Kahneman 1974) , we predict that investors will anchor on target prices in spam messages, increasing trading in those stocks and driving share prices towards the target. We also expect an increased market response to messages quoting information from a previously issued company press release, as investors have a tendency to react to news even when it is stale (Huberman and Regev 2001; Tetlock 2011) . Moreover, investors' reliance on optimistic statements is greater when combined with credible information (Hodge 2001; Hutton et al. 2003) , suggesting that the market response to bundling a target price projection with credible information from a press release will be greater than the response to either feature in isolation. Finally, we expect that investors will not pay adequate attention to disclaimers included at the end of some spam messages because information that is not displayed prominently is perceived as less important (e.g., Bouwman 1982; Hunton and McEwen 1997) . Similarly, Louis and Sun (2010) show that investors are less attentive to merger announcements that are less prominent (i.e., announced on Friday as opposed to Monday). Moreover, people generally fail to adjust fully for the misaligned incentives of a biased advisor (Cain et al. 2005; Malmendier and Shanthikumar 2007) . Thus, we expect a disclaimer in the spam message to reduce but not eliminate the market reaction to spam.
To conduct our empirical tests, we extract and analyze 639 unique spam events from internet archives of spam messages between January, 1999 and May, 2006 . We show that investors do not naively trade in response to all spam, but rather discriminate based on the content of the message. Investors 1 Given the negative public opin ion of spam, it might seem that these unsolicited email messages would be summarily d ismissed by the recipient. Prior research suggests, however, that some investors trade in stocks with lottery-type features as a form of gamb ling (e.g., Fried man and Savage 1948, Markowitz 1952 , Statman 2002 , Barberis and Huang 2008 , Ku mar 2009 , Green and Hwang 2009 . In particular, Ku mar (2009) shows that individual investors exhib it a strong preference for lottery-type stocks; in other words, low priced stocks with a very s mall chance of a large payoff. These "cheap bets" are the type of stocks targeted by spam schemes. appear to ignore spam messages that are nothing more than vague puffery, but are insufficiently skeptical of messages containing optimistic target price projections bundled with ostensibly credible information quoted from a previously issued company press release. Investors are not entirely dissuaded from trading even when the spam message discloses potential conflicts of interest or otherwise disclaims responsibility.
Specifically, results of univariate tests show that mean raw returns in one-to three-day windows around the spam event are reliably positive for spam messages containing a target price. Old press release information has little effect in isolation, but the combination of a target price and press release generally produces higher mean and median returns than for either attribute individually. Spam messages that include neither attribute generate little to no response from investors. Finally, a disclaimer in the spam message lowers the mean return, although the response remains significant.
Regression results reveal that investors respond not only to the presence of a target price, but also to the magnitude of the return implied by that target price. Returns and volume are significantly positively associated with the implied return for spam messages also containing old press release information. In contrast, the market response to implied returns is insignificant for spam messages that do not quote a press release. These results are robust to controls for other proxies for investor attention, including abnormal volume and the number of duplicate messages sent for each spam event, and to alternative return and volume measures. Results regarding disclaimers in spam messages are less conclusive; the coefficient estimate on this indicator variable is negative, as predicted, but is not statistically significant in all specifications.
In sensitivity analysis, we find that the market response to the implied return is nonlinear; investors trade less as the touts become excessively optimistic. Our sensitivity tests also show that the insignificant response to press release information repeated in spam messages is not because the information is irrelevant. In fact, we document a significant returns and volume reaction around the original issuance of the press release. Rather, at the spam date, investors appear to use the press release information as substantiation for the touted target price.
In additional tests, we provide evidence on the determinants of stocks targeted by spam.
Compared to two control samples consisting of (i) random non-spam dates for our spam sample and (ii) random dates for a sample of non-spammed OTC Bulletin Board and Pink Sheets stocks, we find that spammers target attention-grabbing stocks with relatively low transaction costs. We also investigate the determinants of stock spam schemes targeted by Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) enforcement actions. We find that the likelihood of SEC intervention is increasing in the spam date return and the duration of the scheme, but is decreasing in the optimism of target price projections bundled with press release information and the inclusion of a disclaimer. Because these attributes are often the hallmarks of sophisticated spam schemes, these latter results suggest that the SEC does not necessarily pursue the type of schemes to which investors are most vulnerable.
This study provides one of the most detailed investigations of investor attention to date. We present direct evidence on limits to how extensively and effectively individuals use different kinds of information in making investing decisions. Our study also complements and extends recent work on the information environment of small publicly-traded firms. For example, Bushee and Leuz (2005) examine the cost-benefit trade-off of disclosure regulation for OTC Bulletin Board firms, while Bushee and Miller (2009) provide evidence on the effects on small firms of initiating an investor relations program. We focus on how misinformation spread by unscrupulous spammers affects investors' decision-making in this environment. In this regard, our study also provides findings useful to the SEC in their on-going efforts to protect investors from internet investment scams.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 examines the economics of stock spam. We develop our empirical predictions in Section 3. Section 4 describes the data. Section 5 presents our main empirical tests. Section 6 provides additional evidence on the types of stocks targeted by spam and the determinants of SEC enforcement. Section 7 concludes. 4 In addition to these profit-motivated schemes, it is possible that stock spam messages might be sent for "entertainment" value (e.g., simp ly to see if the market will react). The expected costs of this type of spam scheme are essentially zero as the spammer is unlikely to invest any time or resources in crafting a detailed spam message or suffer any legal consequences. We do not observe any such schemes in the SEC sample. 5 These paid promoters are distinct fro m leg itimate investor relations firms that small co mpanies sometimes engage to improve visibility and long-term investor following (see, for examp le, Bushee and Miller 2009) . 6 For a random sample of enforcement actions with detailed information on the fraudulent press releases, we locate the originally issued press release. In all cases, these fraudulent press releases are virtually indistinguishable fro m valid press releases in form and presentation. Moreover, they are released through an official newswire service and are included in the Lexis Nexis and Factiva databases.
Economics of Stock Spam
projections at nearly the same rate as in Management Collusion schemes, as this is likely a cost-effective way for these spammers to attract investors' attention. 
Empirical Predictions
In the section that follows, we build on the insights from our analysis of spam-related SEC enforcement actions and the findings of prior research to develop testable predictions regarding how the content of spam messages affects investors' response.
Our purpose in this paper is to provide evidence on what prompts trading in stocks touted by spam email messages. Because spammers target microcap stocks, buyers are almost certainly individuals whose response to information is likely to be limited or naive. For example, prior research documents that individuals are especially prone to attention-driven buying in response to a variety of stimuli, including published news stories (e.g., Barber and Odean 2008; Tetlock 2011) , firms' product market advertising (Grullon et al. 2004) , and recommendations on the investment show Mad Money (Engelberg et al. 2010 ).
These studies examine relatively large companies promoted via credible media channels. Unsolicited spam emails touting microcap stocks are likely to be greeted with substantially more skepticism. For this reason, the mere receipt of a spam email, while drawing attention to a previously unknown stock, may not be enough to prompt a significant investor response. Therefore, we focus our predictions on specific attributes of spam messages that are likely to solicit a response from investors.
The key element of a stock spam scheme is the suggestion that the targeted stock is poised to experience a huge increase in share price, generating sizeable profits for investors who buy on the spammers' advice. Although this message can be conveyed in general terms, some spam messages also quote an explicit target price for the company's shares. Research on anchoring shows that judgments are often drawn towards salient numerical reference points (the anchors), even when those anchors are known to be irrelevant (Tversky and Kahneman 1974) , implausible (Strack and Mussweiler 1997) , or manipulative (Galinsky and Mussweiler 2001; Hastie et al. 1999 ). Thus, we expect investors to anchor on target prices, increasing trading in those stocks and driving share prices towards the target.
Spammers can also bolster their basic message by quoting information extracted from a previously issued company press release to support their claims. Prior research shows that investors react to the re-publication of obscure but publicly available information (Huberman and Regev 2001) .
Individual investors in particular are net buyers of stocks in the news (Barber and Odean 2008) , reacting even when the news is stale (Tetlock 2011) . Thus, we expect the market response to be greater for spam messages that quote a previously issued press release.
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Finally, prior research shows that investors are more likely to rely on optimistic statements when packaged with credible information. For example, the market reaction is greater for good news management earnings forecasts accompanied by verifiable information (Hutton et al. 2003 ) and for optimistic unaudited information hyperlinked to audited financial statements (Hodge 2001) . Thus, we expect the market response to be greater for spam emails that include both a target price and information quoted from a company press release.
Although the purpose of spam is to hype targeted stocks, spam messages also often contain a disclaimer section disclosing compensation received by the spammer for sending the email or cautioning the reader about the risks of investing in the stock. Spammers likely include these disclaimers to reduce the possibility of SEC action. Findings from prior research, however, suggest that people may discount or even ignore these warnings. The disclaimers are invariably placed at the end of the message in a small font. Because non-professional investors sequentially process information in the order it is presented, information that is displayed prominently in a headline or initial paragraph is perceived as being more important than information which is less prominent (Bouwman 1982; Hunton and McEwen 1997) . For example, the relative positioning of pro forma and GAAP earnings in press releases influences investors'
judgments of the importance of these firm performance measures, particularly for small investors (Frederickson and Miller 2004; Elliot 2006; Bowen et al. 2005) . Moreover, people generally do not adequately discount the recommendations of a biased advisor even when the conflict of interest is disclosed (Cain et al. 2005; Malmendier and Shanthikumar 2007) . For these reasons, we expect the inclusion of a disclaimer in spam emails to reduce the market reaction but not eliminate it entirely.
Data and Descriptive Statistics

Spam Sample
We obtain spam messages from two internet sources which archive spam sent to both personal email addresses and to email addresses created specifically for the purpose of attracting spam. As shown in Table 2 , Panel A, our final sample consists of 639 unique spam messages for 423 targeted companies.
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12 Although there is no single comprehensive source of stock spam emails, our sample appears to be reasonably representative based on a comparison to two independent sources. First, our samp le includes approximately 30% of the targeted companies identified in the SEC enforcement actions discussed above during 2002-2006 and 7% during 1999-2001 . Because the small firms targeted by spammers tend to experience frequent ticker changes, it is more difficult to identify a match in the earlier years. Second, Spamnation (http://spamnation.info) reports spam activ ity for 63% of our sample. This source also identifies spam activ ity for an addit ional 459 co mpanies, but we are unable to include these events in our sample because Spamnation does not archive the text of the spam message.
The number of unique spam messages (target companies) increases dramatically over the sample period, from 40 (35) The final spam targeting eUniverse resembles an analyst research report, with select financial statement data, summary bullet points highlighting company developments, a description of the company, a fundamental valuation analysis, and a target stock price well above the 52-week price range. The spam message also includes a disclaimer acknowledging the risks of investing in eUniverse, and directs the reader to the company's SEC filings for more information concerning these risks. Finally, the spam message discloses that the spammer was not hired and did not receive any compensation from or on behalf of eUniverse.
To test our empirical predictions, we manually code relevant features of each unique spam message. We present summary descriptive information for these characteristics in Table 2 increase is driven by spam messages directly quoting press releases attributed to the targeted company.
We are able to verify the existence of most of the press releases by locating the original announcement posted on LexisNexis or Factiva. These press releases therefore appear legitimate, although our analysis of SEC enforcement actions suggests it is likely that at least some were issued fraudulently by conspirators in the spam scheme. Because legitimate and fraudulent press releases are ex ante indistinguishable, however, the inclusion of the press release likely heightens the perceived credibility of the spam message.
Most spam messages contain a separate disclaimer section, which is generally at the end of the Brav and Lehavy (2003) report that even for stocks rated a "strong buy,"
analysts' target prices exceed current stock prices by 41 percent, on average. Of course, transaction costs for the illiquid stocks targeted by stock spam are also high, and thus the extreme target prices may be an attempt by the spammer to drive up share prices sufficiently to realize a profit.
The disclaimer section also frequently includes the name of the party responsible for sending the message. This disclosure, however, has become significantly less common in recent years, and based on our analysis of SEC enforcement actions above, it is likely that the disclosed information is a pseudonym.
To examine the reasonableness of the target prices touted in spam emails, we plot implied returns relative to realized returns six-months following the spam message. Realized returns calculated using the highest closing price at any point during the six months following the spam message exceed implied returns for only 10 stocks, or 4 percent of the target price sample (untabulated). Thus, buying in response to the exorbitant returns implied by the target prices contained in spam emails rarely delivers the touted return and, in fact, is almost always a losing proposition for investors.
Market response to spam
We examine both returns and trading volume of targeted stocks around spam events for evidence of a market reaction to spam. Table 3 than one indicate abnormally high (low) trading activity. The results show that median volume is nearly three times the usual level on days 0 and +1 before beginning to decline to more normal levels.
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The analysis in Table 3 , Panel A uses raw returns because there is no suitable market index for our sample. 16 
Altınkılıç
In general, however, research finds that raw returns approximate abnormal returns over short windows (e.g., Trueman et al. 2003; Huddart et al. 2007; and Hansen 2009) . Nevertheless, to provide a benchmark for our results, we estimate the distribution of returns for sample firms on randomly selected non-spam dates. Specifically, for each unique spam message, we randomly select one event date (day 0) preceding and one following the spam date, excluding the 30 days surrounding the spam date. Untabulated findings show that mean and median returns are insignificantly different from zero in the three-day window surrounding the random events, with a lower proportion of positive returns 15 We do not find evidence of insider trading activ ity being reported to the SEC around spam dates for the OTC Bulletin Board firms in our sample (firms trading on the Pin k Sheets are not required to file with the SEC). Although our analysis of spam-related SEC enforcement actions (see Section 2) reveals that insiders are often involved in spam schemes, it is not surprising that managers perpetrating such schemes fail to report insider trading. 16 Market indices such as the Russell 2000 Index or the Russell M icrocap Index exclude stocks traded on the OTC Bulletin Board and Pink Sheets because of their failure to meet national exchange listing requirements.
than for the spam event dates reported in Table 3 . Moreover, there is no evidence of unusual trading activity as the abnormal volume measure is close to one.
Taken together, the results in Table 3 suggest that stock spam generally improves the liquidity of targeted stocks. Although spam shifts the distribution of returns slightly to the right, as evidenced by the positive mean returns, it does not generate positive returns for the majority of targeted companies.
Spam Characteristics and the Market Response to Spam
To examine how specific determinants affect investors' reaction to spam messages, Table 4 reports returns for the sample partitioned on whether the spam message includes a target price (Panel A), a press release (Panel B), or both a press release and a target price (Panel C). We expect the market response to be greater for spam messages containing these elements, particularly in combination. We also partition the sample on whether the spam message contains a disclaimer (Panel D), which we expect to mitigate the market response.
Consistent with predictions, Table 4 , Panel A shows that returns are higher for spam messages that include a target price. In all event windows, mean returns are more than three times higher for the target price sample (between 7 percent and 14 percent) compared to the sample without target prices (between 1 percent and 4 percent). Moreover, median returns are also significantly positive (between 1 percent and 3 percent) for spam messages containing a target price. We investigate whether the magnitude of the return implied by the target share price is associated with the market reaction in the regression analyses reported below.
In contrast to these findings, Panel B shows that including an old press release in the spam message has little effect on returns. Although the mean return in the one-day event window (0,0) is higher for the press release sample (4 percent) than the no press release sample (3 percent), this is not the case in either the two-day (0,1) or three-day (-1,1) windows. Moreover, in all three event windows, median returns are zero whether or not a press release is included. Thus, quoting a press release in the spam message does not by itself trigger a market response.
Because spam messages often include press release information along with target prices, we sort the sample based on both attributes and present the results in Panel C. Consistent with the above results, returns are higher when a target price is included in the spam message while there is only weak evidence of a press release effect, suggesting that target prices are the primary factor driving the market response.
Moreover, as expected, the findings show that the combination of a target price and press release generally produces the highest mean (between 9 percent and 13 percent) and median (3 percent) returns. 
We estimate the regressions using two alternate measures for each of the dependent variables. In equation (1), Return is either the raw return on day 0 or the midpoint return, computed using the average of high and low prices. Returns calculated using transaction prices can be biased upwards due to bid-ask bounce; the larger the bid-ask spread, the larger the potential bias (Blume and Stambaugh 1983) . This is a potential concern for our sample of relatively illiquid stocks that likely have large spreads.
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Press is set equal to 1 if the spam message quotes an old press release about the targeted company, and 0 otherwise. Implied Return_Press (No Press) is the implied return for the sample of spam with (without) a press release. The implied return is the log of 1 plus the difference between the target price included in the spam and the current price, divided by the current price, and is set equal to 0 for observations without target prices. By focusing on the magnitude of the return implied by the target price, rather than merely the inclusion of a target price as in our previous analyses, these regressions provide a strong test of the extent to which investors focus on the payoff touted for the targeted stock. Because we predict an interaction effect between target prices and press releases, we report separate coefficient estimates for implied returns with and without a press release. Disclaim is set equal to 1 if the spam message includes a disclaimer, and 0 otherwise.
In equation
(2), Volume is either abnormal , as defined above, or the log of total dollar volume, computed as the log of 1 plus the price multiplied by the volume on day 0, divided by 1000.
Finally, we control for volume and spam frequency. Barber and Odean (2008) report that abnormal volume is a strong indicator of investor attention; when volume is unusually heavy, it is likely that investors are paying more attention than usual to the stock. In equation (1), we use Abnormal Volume, as defined above, and in equation (2) we use the relevant lagged measure of volume on spam day -1. We control for Spam Frequency, the natural log of the number of duplicate spam messages for each spam event, because sending more messages likely increases the number of potential investors that are aware of the targeted stock. release or a target price in the spam message does not by itself trigger a market response. In contrast,
ImpliedReturn_Press is positive and significant in both regressions, as expected. The larger the return implied by the spammer's target price, the larger the return reaction on the spam date, provided the spam message also quotes an old press release about the targeted company. The evidence regarding the effect of disclaimers in spam messages is mixed; the coefficient estimate on Disclaim is negative, as predicted, but the result is significant only in the raw returns regression. Finally, the coefficient estimates on the investor attention controls, Abnormal Volume and Spam Frequency, are generally positive and significant.
Results from the volume regressions reported in Panel B of Table 5 provide consistent inferences.
Specifically, the volume reaction is increasing in the magnitude of the return implied by the target price for spam emails also containing press release information. Although there is some evidence that volume is increasing with the implied return even without a quoted press release, this result is marginally significant at the 0.09 level only in the dollar volume regression. Finally, there is some evidence that a disclaimer significantly dampens the market response, but this result is not consistent across both estimations.
Robustness Checks
To further examine the extent to which heavy touting of targeted stocks affects the market response, we partition the sample into high and low frequency touts and re-estimate equations (1) and (2).
Because the number of duplicate spam messages associated with each spam event generally increases over time, as discussed in Section 4.1, we partition based on the median number of duplicate touts for each sub-period of our sample. Consistent with increased investor attention for stocks more heavily targeted by spam emails, untabulated results show that high frequency spam events produce a larger market reaction. In the returns regression, ImpliedReturn_Press is positive and significant only in the high frequency partition. Moreover, ImpliedReturn_No Press is significant at the 0.06 level in this partition.
Inferences are similar for abnormal volume.
Although the evidence in Table 5 indicates that investors' response to spam is increasing in the magnitude of the implied return when press release information is also present, it is possible that this effect tapers off as the implied return becomes excessive. Thus, we re-estimate equations (1) and (2) including the interaction of squared implied returns and press release; we expect a negative coefficient on this variable if investors discount unreasonably high target prices. Untabulated results reveal that the coefficient estimate is negative in all regressions, but significantly so only in the volume regressions.
These findings suggest that as target prices become excessively optimistic, trading in the targeted stock is dampened.
In additional sensitivity analysis, we consider explanations for the insignificant press release main effect. We would not expect press releases to trigger a market response, either when originally released or when subsequently repeated in the spam email, if they do not contain relevant news. Alternatively, investors could recognize the press release information quoted in spam as old news and hence not react to it directly, but rather as validation for the target price. To provide some evidence to distinguish between these alternative explanations, we locate the actual press releases and test for a market reaction on the date originally issued, a mean (median) 25 (10) trading days prior to the spam date. Untabulated findings reveal significant returns and volume reactions around the original issuance of the press releases. Thus, the lack of a market response to the press release at the spam date is not because the information is irrelevant. Instead, the results are consistent with the notion that the stale press release information acts to lend credibility to target prices.
Overall, the findings reported in this section show that the market response to spam is concentrated in the subset of stocks targeted by spam emails containing target prices and old press releases. Moreover, investors do not simply consider a single attribute of the message, but rather are most effectively swayed by the combination of these attention-grabbing devices, even in the presence of a disclaimer by the spammer. This evidence suggests that investors discriminate between spam emails, focusing on those where the spammers' optimistic message is bundled with apparently credible information and ignoring those that appear to be baseless touts. Yet, the evidence also shows that investments in targeted stocks rarely perform as projected, with any price and volume increases reversing within a few days of the spam campaign. These findings suggest that individual investors are limited in their ability to process information, leading to suboptimal investing decisions.
Additional Evidence on Stock Spam Schemes
Determinants of stocks targeted by spam
In this section, we investigate whether spammers systematically target microcap stocks with certain features. On the one hand, targeted stocks may be randomly chosen if spammers believe they can craft an enticing tout for any of the potential microcap targets. Alternatively, spammers may target stocks that have attracted their attention. After all, spammers face the same search and information processing limitations as any other individual. In either case, spammers have an incentive to focus on stocks with relatively low transaction costs to maximize the potential profits from the scheme.
Our analysis compares the sample of targeted stocks to two control samples. The Spam Control
Sample consists of random dates from 6 to 18 months before or after the spam date for the stock spam sample while the Random Control Sample consists of a random sample of OTC Bulletin Board and Pink
Sheets stocks on randomly chosen dates that are not identified as having been spammed. If any of the random dates in either of the two control samples is in fact a spam date not identified by our sample sources, then we bias against finding any differences between the spam and control samples.
Following Barber and Odean (2008) , we use press releases (i.e., news) and returns as proxies for attention. We search for press releases using Google Archived News Search which identifies press releases primarily from PR Newswire, techweb, Primezone, PR Web, and Business Wire.
19 Table 6 provides the results of logistic regression analyses where the dependent variable is set equal to 1 for observations in the Spam Sample, and 0 for observations in the respective Control samples.
Consistent with spammers targeting attention-grabbing stocks, the coefficient estimate on Press is
To proxy for transaction costs, we include dollar volume and the number of days with positive trading volume (Lesmond et al. 1999) . All variables are calculated over the period from three months to one month preceding the spam date to mitigate the possibility the spammer's actions in setting up the spam scheme affect their measurement. 19 We do not use the previously gathered press releases quoted in spam messages for the spam samp le unless also identified by the Google Arch ived News Search as this could bias in favor of finding a significant difference between the spam samp le and the control samples.
positive and significant in both regressions. There is also some evidence that past returns are higher for targeted stocks, but this findings is only significant relative to the Random Control Sample. Additionally, the results suggest that spammers favor relatively liquid stocks as Dollar Volume is significantly positive in both regressions and Days Positive Volume is significantly positive compared to the Random Control Sample. Overall, the results suggest that spammers do not randomly target stocks, but rather focus on attention-grabbing stocks with relatively low transaction costs. The results of the logistic estimation are reported in Table 7 . Consistent with a focus on high profile cases, the likelihood of SEC intervention is increasing in the magnitude of spam date returns and the duration of the scheme. Given spammers incentives to increase the liquidity of the targeted stock and our evidence of a significant spam date increase in trading volume, it is somewhat surprising that the likelihood of SEC enforcement does not also increase when there is an unusual level of trading activity.
The results also suggest that the SEC considers the content of spam messages in making enforcement decisions. SEC enforcement is decreasing in the optimism of target price projections bundled with press release information and when the spam message contains a disclaimer.
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Summary and Conclusion
These results suggest that SEC enforcement is less likely, all else equal, for spam schemes with some of the more sophisticated email touts.
This study examines the role of attention in investment decisions using a sample of firms targeted by stock spam and detailed data on the information contained in the spam messages. We find that trading volume more than doubles in the days immediately following the spam campaign, and the mean return is positive and significant. However, the median return is zero, with nearly as many firms experiencing negative returns as positive on the spam date. Thus, touting the relatively unknown microcap companies that are the favored targets of spammers temporarily improves liquidity without having a significant effect on the stock price of most targeted companies.
We posit that the market reaction to stock spam is related to specific attention-grabbing attributes of spam messages. Consistent with predictions, combining optimistic target price projections with credible, but stale, information from old press releases increases the return and volume reaction to spam.
Moreover, the larger the return implied by the target price, the larger the market reaction. We find some evidence that including a disclaimer in spam messages reduces the market response, but this finding is not significant in all specifications. 22 In untabulated analysis, we find that including the natural log of 1 plus the number of shares provided as compensation to the spammer in this regression produces an incrementally positive result at the 0.05 level. Thus, although the disclaimer section affords some degree of legal protection for spammers, the amount of share compensation increases the likelihood of SEC enforcement. Th is variable is insignificant in the market response analysis, however, suggesting that share compensation for spammers is a concern of the SEC's even though it does not affect individuals' investment decisions.
We also investigate the determinants of stocks targeted by spammers and enforcement actions by the SEC. We find that spammers favor attention-grabbing stocks (i.e., those in the news and with high past returns) with relatively low transaction costs. Similarly, facets of the spam scheme that are likely to attract the SEC's attention (i.e., high spam date returns and a long duration of the scheme) are more likely to trigger an enforcement action. The likelihood of enforcement is decreasing, however, in the optimism of target price projections bundled with press release information and the inclusion of a disclaimer, suggesting that SEC enforcement activities do not target some of the more sophisticated spam schemes.
Examining investor attention in the context of stock spam entails some trade-offs. On the one hand, stock spam invariably targets small securities with relatively little publicly available financial or other information. This paucity of information presents some limits on the analyses. On the other hand, the relative obscurity of these stocks offers a unique opportunity to examine attention effects unfettered by pre-existing knowledge of the company and the possibility of confounding information events.
Moreover, our targeted investigation allows us to provide an in-depth analysis of how information attributes affect investor attention. Overall, the approach in our paper and the findings we report complement and extend the growing literature on investor attention and individual investors' response to information.
Appendix. Examples of Stock Spam Messages
Target Company: New Millennium Media (OTCBB: NMMG), February 10, 2002
NMMG -STRONG BUY -HUGE COVERAGE -MAJOR CONTRACT ANNOUNCEMENTS
NMMG will be profiled by some major newsletters along with the release of significant news regarding explosive sales for the Company. There will be huge volume and a strong increase in price for several days. The same newsletters that profiled IACP will begin coverage on NMMG. They brought IACP from $ .50 to $4.35 in 10 days! We know for certain that the same groups are going to profile NMMG.
We are very proud that we can share this information with you so that you can make a profit out of it. It is highly advisable to take a position in NMMG as soon as possible, today before the market closes, or Tomorrow.
The stock has been a breakout performer and will continue moving up immediately. We think the stock can easily reach $2.00 in less than a month. Good luck and watch NMMG fly this week! Target "The intent to acquire Local Area Yellow Pages is part of the company's strategic business plan to expand both its technology offerings and business customer base. The continuous role-up strategy positions the Company to take a proactive leading role in the Media and Internet market," stated Baldwin Yung, CEO of DigiLava. "Subject to final due diligence and Board approval, the acquisition entails the retention of key business customer channel and a significant revenue base."
Disclaimer
Please be advised that nothing within this email shall constitute a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security mentioned herein. This newsletter is neither a registered investment advisor nor affiliated with any broker or dealer. All statements made are our express opinion only and should be treated as such. We may own, buy and sell any securities mentioned at any time as well as parties related to this newsletter. This email includes forward-looking statements within the meaning of The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These statements may include terms as "expect", "believe", "may", "will", "move", "undervalued" "crazy" "going" "Speculative" "Target Price" and "intend" "hot" "explode" or similar terms. This newsletter was paid $12350 from third party to send this report. Please do your own due diligence before investing in any profiled company. 
Conclusion
With the continued positive outlook in EUNIs revenue and earnings growth, we believe that EUNI is a compelling and undervalued investment opportunity for risk oriented investors. We believe, as Wall Street catches on to the EUNI story, this could have positive effect to EUNIs share price. ******* Important Notice and Disclaimer: Please Read ******* Investor Insights (II) publishes reports providing information on selected companies that II believes has investment potential. II is not a registered investment advisor or broker-dealer. This report is provided as an information service only, and the statements and opinions in this report should not be construed as an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any security. II accepts no liability for any loss arising from an investor's reliance on or use of this report. An investment in EUNI is considered to be highly speculative and should not be considered unless a person can afford a complete loss of investment. II has not been hired by eUniverse to do this profile and did not receive any compensation, of any kind, from or on behalf of eUniverse (EUNI) for this profile. II and/or its affiliates or agents have not discussed this profile with the management of EUNI. Subsequently II may buy or sell shares of EUNI stock in the open market. This report contains forward-looking statements, which involve risks, and uncertainties that may cause actual results to differ materially from those set forth in the forward-looking statements. For further details concerning these risks and uncertainties, see the SEC filings of EUNI including the company's most recent annual and quarterly reports. Panel A presents descriptive evidence on the content of spam emails over the sample period. Characteristics include informatio n quoted fro m a press release either attributed to the targeted company or without specifically identify ing the source; quoted press release information that can be verified as having been posted to LexisNexis or Factiva; safe harbor language or some other disclaimer about the accuracy of the informat ion in the spam; d isclosure that the spamme r received monetary or share compensation and if so, the amount in dollars and/or shares; disclosure of the name of the party responsible for sending the spam message; current share price of the targeted stock; and a target price for the targeted stock. Panel B presents information on the distributions of quoted target prices, current share prices, and the implied return calculated as the difference between the target price and current price, d ivided by the current price. *, **, *** indicates significance at or belo w the 10%, 5%, 1% level, respectively. This table sorts the sample based on whether the spam message includes a target price (Panel A), information from a previously issued press release (Panel B), a combination of press release and target price (Panel C, or a disclaimer (Panel D). The return period windows surround the spam date (day 0). *, **, *** indicates significantly different from 0 at the 10%, 5%, 1% level, respectively, using twotailed tests. This table presents results of regressions of event period (day 0) returns and volume on the content of spam email messages. Midpoint Returns are calculated using the midpoint of the high and low prices. Abnormal Volume is the natural logarithm of 1 plus the volume on day 0 divided by the median volume over the window (-20,-2) . Dollar volume is computed as the log of (1 plus the price multiplied by the volume on day 0), divided by 1000. Press equals 1 if the spam message refers to a press release, 0 otherwise. Implied Return is the log of 1 plus the difference between the target price and the current price, and equals zero when target price is missing. Disclaim equals 1 if the spam message includes a disclaimer, 0 otherwise. Lagged Volume is relevant volume measure on spam day -1. Spam Frequency is the log of the number of duplicate spam messages in the dataset for each unique spam event. All standard errors are computed using the method of White (1980). Press (an indicator variable set equal to 1 if the firm issued a press release), Returns (the raw return), Dollar Volume (the log of 1 plus dollar volume), and Days Positive Volume (log of 1 plus the number of days with positive trading volume), are calculated for the period from three months preceding the event date to one month preceding the event date. Returns are winsorized at the top and bottom 1%. *, **, *** indicates significantly different from 0 at the 10%, 5%, 1% level, respectively, using two-tailed tests This table presents the results of a logistic regression analysis where the dependent variable is set equal to one for firms named in an SEC enforcement action (29 observations) and 0 for firms not named in an enforcement action (344 observations). Because the analysis is conducted at the firm level, multiple spam events targeting the same firm are collapsed into a single observation. Returns is the average spam date raw return; Abnormal Volume is the natural logarithm of 1 plus the volume on day 0 divided by the median volume over the window (-20,-2); Spam Frequency is the log of the average number of spam messages; Spam Duration is the log of the average duration in days of all spam messages targeting the company; Press is set equal to 1 if any spam message targeting the firm included a press release, and 0 otherwise; Implied Return is the log of 1 plus average implied return based on the target price relative to the current price; and Disclaim is set equal to 1 if any spam message targeting the firm includes a disclaimer.
